Educational information about single topic may be found on many different website pages. Those web pages may have different roles, such as the display of information related to teaching, teaching content or routing to other web pages. Educational material can be placed on adaptive websites. Adaptive websites can customize their view and the structure on the basis of previously recorded user behavior. Documents on which visitors often end their navigation are called target documents, and users often visit waypost documents before visiting the target documents. Characteristics of different types of documents are being investigated in this paperwork. Also guidelines related to the design of such educational web sites are being provided.
INTRODUCTION
Information on the syllabus are most commonly found on websites of educational institutions. One topic (that, for example, refers to specifi c school subject) can often be placed on many web pages. While some of the web pages contain a large amount of text and images, and are able to attract the user's attention for a long time, there are web pages whose function is to direct users to other web pages. Th ere are also web pages from which users are allowed to start their navigation more often than from any other web pages. It's It is essential to notice that there are user visits to diff erent types of documents (web pages) in the user navigations.
Educational, and not only educational, websites can be implemented as adaptive web sites. Adaptive web sites adapt their display and structure in order to stand out from the competition with its effi ciency and ability to meet the needs and expectations of customers. One way to signifi cantly improve the navigation of these web sites is to use a shortcut or link. It makes sense to establish a connection among the documents that were not previously linked, and often occur together in the users' paths. In this way, a minimal impact is done on the layout of the pages and it therefore allows a considerable saving of time and eff ort of users who have a need for accessing useful information. Links are established to documents (fi les or pages) which are labeled with waypost status or the target document status. "Providing a link (i.e.,shortcut) between these potential wayposts could assist users by reducing the number of clicks they have to make while browsing, pointing them in the right direction towards a specifi c target document." [1] Users have a motive for fi nding specifi c content, and their satisfaction is very important in this process. "Users' activities in a web site are motivated by the need to reach specifi c content. Th e result may be either successful -the user accessed specifi c document or not successful -the user failed to access specifi c document, gave up on further search and ended the session. Target documents are those documents that user has been successfully reached depending on the requirements. Series of documents which have been visited make user's path." [7] It should be noted that a document can have a waypost status in relation to one or more target documents, while it has no waypost status for other target documents. "If there are some documents which are often accessed in various paths (more often than in some other documents) before target document has been accessed, then those documents can be considered as some kind of road sign and they are candidates for a status of a waypost document." [7] Th is paper is built on the results of previous researches. Diff erent strategies to improve the navigation in the adaptive web sites are discussed in papers such as [10] , [1] , [2] and [4] . In the high percentage of cases, useful information about the users' previous behaviors are is taken from the log fi les, as described in [9] . On the other hand, there are alternative sources of information such as Page Tagging or cooperation of users described in [6] . In situations where it is necessary to gather more information about the behaviors of users it is possible to use the History Enriched Digital Objects described in [8] and [2] .
Th e aim of this paper is to fi nd a link between the use of specifi c HTML elements on web pages and the type of those web pages. Also it's it is essential to notice a correlation between the type of document and its size in bytes, and the average retention in this type of document. If the designer of the educational website has a clear idea as to what type of page his pages belong to then he can take into account the results of this study and use the appropriate HTML elements accordingly. In this way, web information related to education can be presented in a way that is suited to their purpose.
METHOD
Th e research presented in this article is based on information about past behaviors of the educational website visitors recorded in log fi les. Th e procedure of preprocessing of data from the log fi les consists of several steps and is quite standardized. One example of this procedure is given in Figure 1 .
Th e goal of data preprocessing is to obtain a list of user sessions. A list of target documents is obtained from the list of user sessions. Two approaches are described in [1] . Next, extracting of user paths from user sessions is performed. User paths are extracted from the user sessions as extracting arrays of user visits which are ended on a document that was previously declared as target document. Similar user paths are grouped in the clustering process and waypost documents, that are often accessed before accessing the target documents, and are documents which are being searched for in such groups. An example of clustering procedure is illustrated in [5] . Based on the list of user's paths, target and waypost documents, it is possible to form lists of shortcuts that link documents (web pages and fi les).
Target and waypost documents are calculated on the basis of their position in the user sessions, and on the basis of calculated duration of user visits. Th e question that is left open is related to what these documents contain? Th e computer does not have the ability to perform reasoning conclusions at the level of a human being, but on the other hand it has the ability to analyze large amounts of available information. In this article the focus will be on the specifi c use of certain HTML elements, which exist in various types of documents.
Th e analysis of the source code of website pages is performed by computer. Th is analysis counts those HTML elements that are relevant to this research. Documents are divided into those that are target documents and other (non-target documents). A type of accessed document is being determined for each user visit which belongs to any user paths. Th e survey is conducted on two levels:
• Documents -where all the web pages are being classifi ed into two group of document types: target and non-target documents • User visits -where all the user visits are being grouped on the basis of document type. Groups of user visits are as follows:
It should be noted that a single document (web page) may have a diff erent type in diff erent user paths. Th is rule is not applied only when a documents is a target document, because target documents have a "Target" type in each user path.
Th ere are several characteristics that can be recorded on the document (web page) or during a visit to the document. Th e characteristics of the documents that are taken into account in this experiment are certain HTML tags which are contained in the document (web page), and its size is expressed in bytes. A characteristic that is observed at the level of the user visits to certain documents is duration of user visits.
Th e research should provide answers regarding the type of document and intensity of use of certain HTML elements. As a result, expected answer to the question which groups of documents use which HTML elements below average and above average is expected. It is also expected to compare the intensity of use of certain HTML elements between the diff erent types of documents. Average size of the document in bytes and the length of the retention of certain document type are being compared as well.
RESULTS
An experiment is conducted based on the log fi les and web pages of Technical College of Applied Sciences in Zrenjanin [12] . Log fi les are related to activities in the period from 1st June 2011 until 31st January 2012. Th ese inputs are also used in the fi rst experiment in [3] .
A list of visited documents and a list of unique documents that exist on the website are is established.
User visits are grouped based on the types of documents listed in Table 1 Attribute "length" which represents the size in bytes of the document is also observed at the level of a single document. Duration of user visits expressed in seconds is observed at the level of user visits. Th e experiment was conducted on over a total of 351 web pages whose HTML code is analyzed, and over 202,220 tracked user visits to the documents where each user visit belongs to a certain user path. User visits are classifi ed based on the types of visited documents (see Table 1 ). Documents (web pages) can be divided into those which are target documents and those which are nontarget documents. Th ere are 53 target web pages, while the remaining 298 web pages are non-target documents. Th e average value of the frequency of HTML elements is calculated from the analysis of the source code of these documents. Th e average length in bytes of these document types is calculated as well (see Table 2 ). In Figure 2 there has been given a ratio of the average frequency of HTML attributes, and the size in bytes between the target and other documents. Target documents have frequent usage of HTML elements font, p, td, and em, while on average they use less the remaining elements, u, ul, tr, b, table, strong, length, oi, li. a img, i. Th e size in bytes of the target document is only 68% of the length of non-target documents Th e second part of the experiment is related to the level of user visits. Target documents remain the same when the user paths are considered. Actually user path in this study is considered to be a series of visits from the same IP address with the time diff erence between the two visits no more than 30 minutes, and which is ended by a visit to a target document. End document is a document which terminates user session, as defi ned in [1] . User path starts with start document and waypost document status is determined by the methodology given in [3] . Normal documents are all those documents that are not associated with any of these groups.
In Table 3 there have been given the average values of HTML elements appearing in each type of document. Th e average size in bytes of document types has been also given. In Table 4 there have has been given the same data, but expressed as a percentage and relative to other types of documents.
In Figure 3 there has been given the percentage of ratio of the frequency of HTML elements and the attribute "length", which refers to the size of web pages in bytes.
Average time of the users retention in certain documents can be seen at the level of the document type. In fact, users, on average, retain longest in the target documents (140.285522 seconds), and about the same in normal documents (63.328522 seconds) and in the start documents (59.94747 seconds), while the lowest average retention of the documents is recorded in waypost documents (38.325 099 seconds).
CONCLUSIONS
Study was conducted over an educational web site [12] . From the results of the research it is pos- Users, on average, stay the longest in target documents around 140 seconds, and then more than double less in normal documents -around 63 seconds and in the start documents almost 60 seconds, while the least noticeable user retaining is in waypost documents around 38 seconds. Web designer of educational website could accept the suggestion that in the potential waypost pages does not there is no use of a specifi c font, italic letters and pictures which probably would not be loaded, because the user retaining time in these documents is the shortest on average. Th ese conclusions are consistent with the assumptions in [1] and [3] , where waypost documents are considered as signpost documents to the target documents. Considering that the waypost documents have noticeably more lists, those lists probably contain information about the possible target documents. At the same time it is logical that users do not retain too much in waypost documents because they have a tendency to fi nd the desired information in the target pages. Also it is logical that users retain longer in the target documents as they need more time to read the information they are looking for and which they need and those that information are is often highlighted by using a diff erent font. Th is paper is based on a set of input data used in [3] , which refers to the educational organization website. Data are is transferred to appropriate form suitable for further processing. Th e results can be applied to the organization of educational content on web sites, but it can also be applied to other areas. Th is work is associated with web design because it suggests which HTML elements are to be used in which types of web pages. Research fi ndings provide interesting recommendations for designers of educational web sites, when it comes to the use of HTML elements on web pages.
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